
Joshua and Amy

1. Color

2. Adjective

3. Name Of A Game

4. Beverage

5. Country

6. A Object

7. Adjective

8. Things Done On A Date

9. Noun

10. Number

11. Time Of Day

12. Insect

13. St Louis Attraction

14. Noun

15. Adjective

16. Noun

17. A Body Part

18. Noun

19. Noun - Plural
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Joshua and Amy

Once upon a time there was a girl with color , curly hair who walked into Kaldi's coffee shop never

expecting that her life would never be the same. The night ushered a Adjective , handsome young man,

Joshua, who noticed Amy and knew that he wanted to pursue her. They, along with their group, began playing a

game called " Name of a Game ." The question was, "If Joshua were an item on a desk, what would he be?" 

Amy chose "dying house plant." And so began the saga in which Joshua determined to prove to Amy that he was

not, in fact, a dying house plant.

Many months passed until one day, Joshua asked Amy out to Beverage . Amy said "yes," but changed her

mind just a few minutes later. You see, Amy did not think that she liked Joshua in a romantic way. But soon

after that, Joshua and Amy went on a mission trip together and Amy began to see sides of Joshua that she had

never seen before. While Joshua was on another mission trip to Country , Amy wrote him because her

heart had changed, and she was really hoping that he would ask her out again. One Sunday afternoon, Joshua

was returning A Object that Amy had left at his house, and said, "Amy, would you like to go on a date

with me?" Full of eagerness that she not miss the boat again, Amy gave an Adjective , "YES!"

After this came Things done on a Date in the park. Joshua told Amy that he loved her and wanted to marry

her someday. Amy was overjoyed! More months passed, and the weather got Noun . One Tuesday

afternoon, Amy opened her car and was greeted by Number pink roses and a note inviting her to dinner

that night. Amy's heart skipped a beat. Joshua came to pick her up at Time of Day and they dined at a

Chinese



restaurant, followed by dessert at "The Fountain" on Insect Street. The final destination was the

St Louis Attraction . Joshua took out a sixpage Noun , which he read to a Adjective Amy. He

pulled out a beautiful Noun and, on his A Body Part , asked her if she would accept it and be his

wife someday. It was raining slightly, but to Amy the weather seemed like Noun and Noun - 

Plural . As she said yes, her heart was filled with thankfulness.
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